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A waterbased, bio-degradable Rust Remover
providing a powerful and effective

restoration of rusty metal. 
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Technical Data

Application Guide

Version 1.0

Size 5 Litre

Colour Clear

1.2kg/lt

VOC Directive Not applicable

VOC Content Not applicable

Storage
Store in a cool dry place in original container between +10°C & 
+30°C

Shelf Life 5 years when stored in the above conditions

Technical Information

Remove large bits of rust or broken paint with a stiff wire brush, 
remove any oil or grime and give it a rinse with water. 

If possible, submerge in the rust remover and leave for between 
1 hour and 24 hours dependent on metal type and severity of rust. 
You can also fill rusty containers or fuel tanks and remove 
corrosion from inside. 
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For large parts, lay paper towels or rags soaked in rust remover over
the rusty parts. Keep the soaked rags in direct contact with the rust
for as long as possible. Repeat where necessary. 4

Shake occasionally to speed the process up. Increasing the heat up
to 40°c also helps to speed the reaction up. 3

This product does not present any particular risk, provided it is handled in accordance with current 
occupational hygiene and safety practice. First-aid measures after inhalation: Remove person to fresh 
air and keep comfortable for breathing. First aid measures after skin contact: Wash skin with plenty 
of water. First aid measures after eye contact: Rinse eyes with water as a precaution. First-aid 
measures after ingestion: Call a doctor if you feel unwell, Keep out of the reach of children.

Caution

Completely emptied cans should be put in recycling skips or appropriate container.
Cans which are not empty should be disposed off as special refuse.

Disposal

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The information contained in this Technical Data Sheet is correct to the best of Alpha Coatings Limited trading as Capella Solutions Group’s (“Capella”) knowledge, however, you must satisfy yourselves 
that the Goods are suitable for your needs by way of your independent testing or other processes. Capella makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the information contained in the 
Technical Data Sheet or the suitability of its products and services for any particular purpose, nor does Capella assume liability arising out of the application or use of the Goods other than any liability 
which cannot be limited by law including but not limited to liability for:(a) death or personal injury caused by negligence;(b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; and (c) breach of the terms implied by 
section 12 of the Sales of Goods Act 1979, in such circumstances Capella’s total liability shall not exceed the cost of the Goods. Capella’s total liability includes liability in contract, tort, negligence, breach 
of statutory duty, or otherwise. It is the Customer’s responsibility to ensure that the guidance on the Technical Data Sheet is followed.
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